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        [image: There has been a scientific breakthrough as to why some people are left-handed.]
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                                                    'Creepy' update emerges on millions of iPhones - how to turn it off
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        [image: Related video: Alec Baldwin says he's heartbroken after firing a prop gun that killed a cinematographer on set. ]
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                                                    Alec Baldwin had 'no control of his own emotions' on set where cinematographer killed - prosecutors
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        [image: Watch: TVNZ has confirmed consumer rights show Fair Go will be cut, alongside two news bulletin shows.]
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        [image: Watch: AM hosts couldn't hold their laughter in at the photo of Winston Peters.]
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                                                    'Something from The Matrix': AM hosts in hysterics over 'iconic' photo of Peters watching eclipse 
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                                                    'Could not be more proud': Billie Eilish says her new album is out next month

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Kate Hawkesby's suggestion Māori and Pasifika patients are prioritised for surgery due to their ethnicity was misleading and discriminatory, the Broadcasting Standards Authority (BSA) has ruled.]
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                                                    Newstalk ZB fined over Hawkesby's 'discriminatory' comments about Māori and Pasifika patients

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Related video: Kate shocks with cancer diagnosis. ]
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                                                    'I shall treasure this my entire life': Kate Middleton responds to fans with 'beautiful' message

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Related video: TVNZ / Te Reo Tātaki could potentially axe up to 68 jobs in news and current affairs, affecting several shows.]
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        [image: Watch: The dramatic conversation about texts that dominated the final dinner scene. ]
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                                                    Final vows, fairytale florals and Jono's huge faux pas: This week's best MAFS moments

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: AM hosts surprise Nicky Styris with old footage of her in a beauty pageant]
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                                                    'Oh my God!': The 'embarrassing' unearthed footage of Nicky Styris that left AM hosts in hysterics

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Watch: The son of Sean 'Diddy' Combs has been accused of sexual assault in a lawsuit.]
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        [image: Air NZ staff prepare the new venison on parmesan polenta dish. ]
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        [image: The gift cards are being sold at several retailers across New Zealand.]
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        [image: A select committee will investigate farmers' claims of disparity between rural and urban bank lending practices.]
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                                                    'Really question the fairness': Investigation launched into rural bank lending practices

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Watch: Concerns more people buying Lotto tickets due to cost of living crisis. ]
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                                                    Auckland Lotto player wins $1m, 18 claim $23k - where the winning tickets were sold 

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Watch Zane Small's report on Newshub Live at 6pm. ]
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        [image: Related video: Lotto's Lucy Fullarton tells AM about Kiwis' chances of winning Powerball.]
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        [image: The market for retro video games and collectibles is booming, with the rarest items selling for millions.]
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                                                    Nostalgia pays: Why your retro video games and trading cards could be worth a fortune

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Watch Zane Small's report on Newshub Live at 6pm. ]
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                                                    'It's definitely improved': Average Auckland property price soars to $1.2 million  

                                                    
                                                    
                                                
                                            

                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                            
                                                
                                                    





    
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
            
        
        [image: Related video: Renewed calls to break supermarket duopoly as specials raise original price.]
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                                                    Commerce Commission concerned about Foodstuffs' merger plan
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        [image: Related video: The world is now likely to breach a key climate threshold for the first time within the next five years.]
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                                                        Climate 'changing rapidly': March marks yet another record in global heat

                                                        Each of the last 10 months ranked as the world's hottest on record, compared with the same time in previous years.
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        [image: Related video: How American's reacted to the total solar eclipse over the US.]
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                                                        US woman goes on shooting spree, claims God told her to because of solar eclipse

                                                        Taylon Nichelle Celestine entered a highway armed with a rifle and handgun then began firing.
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                                                        Two dead after off-roading crash on Nelson track

                                                        Police say the pair died at the scene.
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        [image: A new survey by ADHD NZ shows ballooning wait lists are impacting Kiwis seeking help.    ]
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                                                        Adult Kiwis with ADHD waiting over six months for diagnosis, many give up receiving one

                                                        A new survey by ADHD NZ shows ballooning wait lists are impacting Kiwis seeking help.   
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        [image: Related video: Alec Baldwin says he's heartbroken after firing a prop gun that killed a cinematographer on set. ]
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                                                        Alec Baldwin had 'no control of his own emotions' on set where cinematographer killed - prosecutors

                                                        Halyna Hutchins was killed while filming Rust in 2021.
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        [image: Watch: The latest weather warnings from Newshub's Heather Keats.]
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                                                        Weather live: When and where biggest downpours are expected

                                                        Here are the latest developments. 
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        [image: Watch: A small number of residents have started to return to Khan Younis, which Israel's military has turned into a wasteland.]
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                                                        'No more life': Gaza residents return to bombed-out neighbourhoods as Israeli troops withdraw

                                                        Much of Khan Younis, once home to hundreds of thousands, has been completely bulldozed and destroyed by Israel's military.
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        [image: Watch: An altercation between a Pak'nSave worker and an alleged shoplifter.]
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                                                        'Doesn't show the full story': Auckland Pak'nSave staffer hit in face three times, shoves alleged shoplifter to ground

                                                        Video of the incident was posted on social media.
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        [image: Anton Lienert-Brown.]
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                                                        NZ Rugby, All Blacks star welcome groundbreaking proposal for Club World Cup 

                                                        Newshub understands a women's competition is also in the works.
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        [image: The latest evidence shows for underserved students there was a 1.6 percent improvement in attendance in schools with lunches.]
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                                                        Principal says free school lunches would help attendance after Govt reveals absenteeism action plan

                                                        The latest evidence shows for underserved students there was a 1.6 percent improvement in attendance in schools with lunches.
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        [image: Ryan Fox talks before the 2024 Masters.]
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                                                        Kiwi golfer Fox admits to form slump days out from 2024 Masters 

                                                        The world number 54 has made a rocky start to the year. 
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                                                        Australian sailor Blair smashes solo speed record from Sydney to Auckland

                                                        Lisa Blair has also become the first woman to make the journey unassisted.
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        [image: Winston Peters took aim at the veto power held by powerful countries at the UN.  ]
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                                                        Peters' Israel-Gaza comments welcomed, but analyst says could have gone further 

                                                        Winston Peters took aim at the veto power held by powerful countries at the UN.  
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        [image: "If he's now saying something different, that's going to need a further conversation."  ]
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                                                        Coalition cracks: Seymour wants explanation after PM told him he'd probe leak - then didn't  

                                                        "If he's now saying something different, that's going to need a further conversation."  
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        [image: Andrew Webster speaks.]
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                                                        Watene-Zelezniak, Capewell return for Warriors' clash with Sea Eagles

                                                        The Warriors face Manly in another sold-out match at Go Media Stadium.
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